
Tiny Tots & Ready Set Go
PLAY-BASED ACTIVITIES TO  

ENJOY AT HOME



Here you will find some ideas to play, exercise and work with your child at home.

These activities are age-appropriate and we hope you and your child enjoy them together!

 
Suggested prompt for introducing this book to your child...

“Your teachers made a book for you.  Can you read through it and let me know which ideas 
you would like to try?  I am wondering what page will interest you…”

 

(We do not expect your child to read this; encouraging reading and allowing them the  
opportunity to begin to understand this suggestion is important!)  We present activities such 
as these to Tiny Tots & Ready Set Go students every day in school…sometimes they do exactly 
what we ask or expect from the activity, and sometimes they have their own creative thought. 
We see where this creative thought takes them and we follow their interest. Enjoy these  
activities…more to come next week!



Tape Tower Block Challenge 

Materials:
- Colored tape
- Legos, blocks or loose parts you find around the home

Tape different heights from the floor up the wall. Have your child stack and build to match the height of the tape.
Children love to build and are enjoy the challenge of a high stack. Adding diffeeent heights and levels will teach 
them to use their focus and match their blocks with the tape. As well they use their fine motor skills stacking,  
balancing and even knocking down their towers!



It Is Not a Box 

This activity supports imagination, creativity, language, social emotional development.

You can give the opportunity to the kids to wear any kind of costume



Bubble Play 
Who doesn’t love bubbles??!

Add some food coloring to your bubble mix and create a piece 
of art.  There are many benefits playing with bubbles.  

Blowing bubbles: 
- helps an infant/toddler to strengthen their tongue for sounds   
 produced in the back of the mouth.
- helps to strengthen abdominal muscles for sustained speech.    
 Strong abdominal muscles can help increase sentence length.
- helps to develop mouth muscles and speech sound.
- helps a toddler develop good finger grip through bubble play.
 provides an activity that will strengthen their hand eye  
 coordination, as well as strengthening muscles in a child’s  
 fingers, hands, and wrists.
- helps with color recognition.
- allows mixing two colors to make a third color.  Color mixing   
 can help practice critical thinking skills like cause and effect   
 through observation of how colors blend together.
- helps problem solving by testing different ways to achieve a   
 certain color.

Next time you blow bubbles with your child, remember all the 
amazing things he or she is learning from something as ‘simple’ 
as bubble play.  Play is the way.



Tinfoil Toy Wrap 

Materials:
- tinfoil
- small toys

Find a few small items/toys and some tin foil. Then tear off a few sheets of tinfoil and help 
your toddler wrap the items with the foil. Let them hear the sound it makes and what it 
looks like after they are all wrapped up. See if they can tell what each item is after it is 
wrapped by the size and shape of it. Use crayons, blocks, and little people. It is great for 
their little fingers and exploration of different sounds and textures!



Sensory Ice Play 
Sensory play is not only a lot of fun, it is also a great brain 
growing activity! Research shows that sensory play builds 
nerve connections in the brain’s pathways, which leads to a 
child’s ability to complete more complex learning tasks.
Now let’s get to the fun stuff!  Go on a scavenger hunt and 
collect objects around your house. Take a nature walk, and 
collect rocks, twigs, leaves and flowers.

Place objects in a container, add water and place in the 
freezer overnight.
What happened to the water?
Did the objects float to the top or sink to the bottom?
Why?
I wonder what you can use to dig out the objects?
How can you melt the ice?
I wonder what vocabulary will emerge during this activity?

Time to explore and have fun!!!!!



Card Slot Drop/ Pom Pom Push 
Directions:
- Carefully cut a hole in the top of the container- just   
 wide enough for your small object to fit through
- Place the small objects next to the container and let   
 your child figure out how to fit them in through the   
 hole, one by one!

“I wonder” statements to use during this activity:
1. I wonder how we can get this “object” into the   
 container?
2. I wonder what would happen if the hole would be   
 smaller?
3. I wonder how many “objects” are inside.

What your child is learning/ working on:

Fine motor skills- coordination between small muscles, 
like those of the hands and fingers, with the eyes. These 
skills will enable such functions such as writing, grasping 
small objects and fast`ening clothing.

Hand eye coordination- the ability of the vision system to 
coordinate the information received through the eyes to 
control, guide, and direct the hands in the accomplish-
ment of a given task, such as handwriting or catching a 
ball.

Dexterity- skill in performing tasks, especially with the 
hands.

Materials:
- recycled container
- deck of cards, pom poms, cotton balls, or whatever small objects   
 you have around the house
- utility knife


